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ing on such great conquest of the whites, or of their black or yellow 
allies." 

He sees the Negro as a man, with faults and virtues as other 
men, and begins and ends his book with the thought that there is 
but one genus homo, Homo sapiens. 

MARY WHITE OVINGTON 

BOOK NOTICES 

L'idee individualiste et l'idee clrtienne. By HENRI LORIN. Paris: Bloud & 
Cie., igog. Pp. 6I. Fr. o.6o. 
The author of this brochure vividly describes the confusion of the nine- 

teenth century after the rejection of the venerated principles of Christianity as 
basis of thought and conduct. An extreme individualism gradually heaped 
ruins upon ruins in the various fields of human activity; it gave birth to new 
forms of tyranny in government, to the pernicious doctrine of "laissez faire" in 
the industrial order, and to anarchy in social life. So now, step by step, labori- 
ously the masses endeavor to regain the protection and privileges which 
religion of old freely secured for them. But failure awaits their efforts unless 
they return to these same beliefs, for through the teachings of the church only 
can we hope to harmonize a moderate individualism and a genuine solidarity. 

A noble and enthusiastic appeal, indeed, but many will find it difficult to 
share the optimism of the author. Do not rather modern sociologists despair 
of ever reaching an agreement on metaphysical or religious bases, and advo- 
cate the sufficiency of a more immediate criterion of social values? Still there 
is hope in the fact that their conclusions tend, by no means, toward a denial, 
but toward a clearer and fuller restatement of the old formulas. 

P. H. P. 

Preventable Diseases. By WOODs HUTCHISON, A.M., M.D. Boston: Hough- 
ton Mifflin Co., I909. $I.50. 
The use of social analogies to illustrate anatomical and physiological con- 

ditions is manifest in this very readable and helpful book. Malthus gave hints 
to Darwin. Most readers are more familiar with social structures and reactions 
than with the tissues and inner organs of their own bodies. Hence our author 
talks of the "republic of cells," and even of the rights and privileges of cells 
in order to make his medical explanations clear to the ordinary man. 

For those interested in social movements to prevent disease and promote 
public health this discussion has great value. Tuberculosis, diphtheria, colds, 
adenoids, malaria, rheumatism, nervous complaints are explained and the best 
methods of avoiding them are indicated. The inheritance of disease is mini- 
mized while the efficacy of wise social measures of prevention is authoritatively 
announced. 

C. R. HENDERSON 
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The Making of the Balkan States.. By WILLIAM SMITH MURRAY. New 
York: Columbia University (Longmans, Green & Co., Agents), I9IO. 

PP. Ig9. $I.50. 

The treatment in this volume is almost wholly from the viewpoint of political 
and diplomatic history, with the usual weaknesses that result from this method. 
The sociologists who believe that the study of society is the study of the inter- 
action of minds ought to be pleased with this way of writing history. It is 
likely, however, that most of them would prefer to have the economic, climatic, 
racial, cultural, etc., factors given a little more prominence. 

L. L. B. 

Legal Developnment in Colonial Massachusetts 1630-i686. By CHARLES J. 
HILKEY. New York: Columbia University (Longmans, Green & Co., 
Agents), i9io. PP. I48. $I.25. 

This is a well-constructed and valuable presentation of (i) the lawmaking 
factors in early colonial Massachusetts and (2) the law itself which grew out of 
the local situation as influenced by the people's reverence for the common law 
of England. 

L. L. B. 
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